Abstract-Integrating wind power into power systems contributes to existing variability in system operations. Current methods to mitigate this variability and uncertainty focus on using conventional generator ramping capability. There is also the option of using wind power itself to mitigate the variability and uncertainty that it introduces into the system. This paper introduces the concept of a flexible dispatch margin as a means for wind to participate in mitigating net variability and net uncertainty. In providing a flexible dispatch margin, wind generators under-schedule in the hour-ahead energy market in order to have additional expected flexibility available for the real-time market. The implementation of the flexible dispatch margin is analyzed in a two-stage optimization model with recourse to the flexible dispatch margin, flexible demand and generator ramping. This modeling framework combines Monte Carlo simulations with AC OPF analysis, using the IEEE 39-bus test system. Results show that use of the flexible dispatch margin decreases the reliance on peaking generators to mitigate net variability and uncertainty, and also decreases the frequency of price spike events, particularly as wind penetration increases from 10% to 30%. The analysis emphasizes the importance of increasing flexible resource capability as power system variability and uncertainty increase.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NTEGRATING wind power into the power system escalates the challenge of managing a system with uncertainty in both generation and load. Unexpectedly, some regional experiences have differed from earlier industry expectations with respect to the important time-scales of the relevant variability and uncertainty. The Midwest ISO has emphasized in analyses of the wind power in their region that the wind has negligible impact on the minute to minute net-load variability [1] , [2] . Instead they identify the greatest operating impact of the wind penetration to be in a longer time scale associated with a proposed ramping product [3] . Another region with significant wind generation, the California ISO, has also introduced a flexible ramping product to better facilitate the integration of wind power into system and market operations [4] . These discussions for creating a ramping product recognize that the impacts of wind power do affect both faster and slower time scales of traditional ancillary services, such as AGC and reserves, and do not only affect the intermediate time scale associated with ramping. The discussions around the impact of wind power on the ramping time-scale are important in that they serve to broaden the discussion around wind integration.
This expanding analysis effort has included investigating the use of wind turbine controls sophisticated enough to facilitate the participation of wind in providing ancillary services [5] - [7] . Studies have also been performed for ancillary services and ramping product market designs to better incorporate wind power [8] - [14] . However, few of these analyses examine using wind power itself to provide these services at the longer time-scale of minutes to hours, as is consistent with the proposals for a ramping product.
The research presented in this paper is motivated by the idea that as wind power penetration increases, it could begin participating beyond the basic provision of energy. The idea of a flexible dispatch margin, FDM, is introduced in this paper as a means for wind to help mitigate net variability and net uncertainty within the time scale of minutes to hours, matching the time scale of the proposed flexible ramping products. The simulations presented in this paper focus on the use of the FDM to mitigate, at the real-time market stage, uncertainty that was introduced into the system at the hour-ahead market stage. The project does not address the issue of unit commitment at the dayahead time-frame. The specific timing of the real-time market varies from market to market, typically ranging from 5 min in ISO-New England [15] to 15 min in California and New York ISOs [16] , [17] . Without limiting applicability, we assume that the real-time market is represented by a 10-min time frame, based on the frequency of wind data available [18] .
The modeling framework centers on a two-stage optimization with recourse, described in Section II, with additional details on the recourse variables in Section III. Section IV discusses the mathematical development of the simulation input data, focusing on modeling wind forecast errors, demand forecast errors and generator forced outages. A discussion of the simulations, using the IEEE 39-bus test system and historical data for ISO New England, are presented in Section V. Conclusion follow in Section VI.
II. TWO-STAGE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
This project analyzes power system performance under uncertainty via a two-stage optimization modeling framework with recourse. The modeling framework is designed to replicate the dynamics of the hour-ahead energy market to the real-time market, and to quantify the system performance impacts of the uncertainties (e.g., wind power forecast errors, demand forecast 0885-8950 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. errors, and generator forced outages). It is worth noting that the unit commitment (UC) decision is taken as given in this work. To this end, the optimization framework consists of two stages in which the first stage represents the hour-ahead schedule and market, and the second stage is the real-time market, for which the hour-ahead uncertainty has been substantially resolved.
A. Basic OPF Model
Once development of the input data is complete, including the network model, generator technology mix, distributions of forecast errors and generator outages (see Sections III and IV), each base case scenario, Table I , representing a possible hour-ahead system scenario is solved with the Matpower AC OPF [19] . This first stage optimization results in the hour-ahead schedule, after which time forecast errors are revealed via a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) framework representing the system uncertainties. The second stage of the optimization framework proceeds by solving the economic dispatch and AC OPF for the system again, now representing the 10-min market step, with three recourse variables: wind flexible dispatch margin, demand response and generator ramping (discussed in Section III). The MCS iterates repeatedly from each base case scenario (the hourahead system configuration), sampling the error distributions. This modeling framework is detailed below.
The power system is modeled using the Matpower AC OPF [19] , with the basic formulation given as (1) in which the vector consists of variables for complex voltage and power at each bus, , and . and are piecewise linear cost functions for real and reactive power generation from each generator. The constraint equations and are the standard equality and inequality OPF constraints, including the energy balance equation and generator min/max power output.
B. Constraint Equations With Uncertainty
System uncertainty is captured in the underlying probability distributions, denoted as defined in Section IV. For each MCS iteration k, an error value is drawn from these probability distributions: (2) where is the forecast error for demand, and the vector contains the set of forecast errors for all wind farms. For the conventional generators, j identifies the generator (fuel) type.
is a binary modifier on the individual units in each bus' generation ability such that at the affected bus is derated by the capacity of a unit that has experienced a random forced outage [see (4c) below and Section IV-C].
Within the OPF model framework, the resolution of each uncertain value is modeled as a modification to a constraint equation from (1) . With each Monte Carlo iteration a new system state, or scenario, is defined as the uncertain variables are resolved via the next draw from the error distributions. From the full set of uncertainties, , we model a discrete number of scenarios, N, where each scenario is associated with a given sample vector, , such that
The complete set of N scenarios modeled is defined as . With the set of MCS scenarios defined, the OPF constraint equations are modified as shown in (4a) to (4c). For each Monte Carlo iteration, with draw k, the uncertainty realization updates the inequality constraints as
As defined fully in Section III-A, the flexible dispatch margin is introduced into the modeling framework in the first stage of the optimization, representing the hour-ahead dispatch schedule. Equation (4a) shows the hour-ahead wind forecast level, , being derated by the flexible dispatch margin, . The subscript "HA" indicates that the quantity in the parentheses is the hour-ahead wind schedule. This shows the wind generation under-scheduling in the hour-ahead market, by the amount of the flexible dispatch margin, , in order to have that expected output available to mitigate system uncertainties at the 10-min market stage. This expected wind generation at the hour-ahead market stage is then modified by the realization of the wind forecast error from the Monte Carlo draw, . Equation (4b) shows that the actual demand served, , will be between 0 MW and the hour-ahead schedule as modified by the forecast uncertainty realization, . Demand served, , can be less than the quantity as a result of voluntary demand response or forced load interruptions.
The forecast errors for demand and wind generation can be positive or negative, as shown in (4a) and (4b) while generator forced outages will only decrease the maximum possible generation. In (4c), represents the real power of the unit of type j that has experienced the forced outage from this MCS draw k.
C. Constraint Equations With Recourse Variables
Once the OPF for the (hour-ahead) base case system configuration is run, the sample vector (3) is obtained from the uncertainty probability distributions. The system uncertainty is then resolved as shown in (4a) to (4c). At this point the second stage of the optimization is performed, with flexibility introduced through the recourse variables. The OPF constraint equations are again modified as
where maximum wind generation (5a) is limited by the hourahead wind forecast as modified by the forecast error and now with recourse to the previously reserved flexible dispatch margin
. Equation (5b) shows that the maximum demand (modeled as negative generation) is now modified from the hour-ahead scheduled demand of by both the forecast error and recourse to demand response . The conventional generator constraint (5c) limits a change in dispatch of each generator to the ramp capability of that technology, using the hour-ahead dispatch , as the starting point. The up and down ramping, is additionally constrained to not violate the and constraints of each generator. As stated earlier, unit commitment is not included in this modeling framework, which is focused on optimal power flow. All generators on the system are assumed to be available (accounting for outages) at this stage. Any capacity shortages observed in the simulations (see Section V) are caused by these ramping constraints.
III. RECOURSE VARIABLES
The sources of uncertainty in power system operations modeled in this project are introduced in Section IV. Each iteration of the Monte Carlo Simulation draws one realization from each of the distributions defined in that section (e.g., wind and demand forecast errors, and generator FOR), requiring a new system dispatch to be determined in response to the updated generation and demand levels. Recourse variables represent the decision variables, or options, that system operators have in updating the system dispatch after the system uncertainties have been resolved. For this project the modeled recourse variables are generator ramping capability, demand response at various time scales and the option being proposed in this project, a flexible dispatch margin for wind power generation.
A. Flexible Dispatch Margin for Wind Power
The concept and analysis of a flexible dispatch margin for wind generation is one of the main contributions of this paper. As the level of wind penetration increases, the impacts of the variability and uncertainty associated with wind generation become more significant on power system and market operations. As discussed in Section I, various studies have been completed that examine the possibility of wind power providing traditional ancillary services. More recent experience in the Midwest ISO region has highlighted the need for new products and services operating in the time-scale around 10 to 60 min. The flexible dispatch margin defined here is proposed to be available when moving from the hour-ahead to the real-time market of 5, 10, or 15 min ahead of actual real-time operation.
In providing a flexible dispatch margin, wind generators under-schedule in the hour-ahead energy market in order to hold some of their expected, forecasted, output in reserve. This is not firm, operational reserves from an operator's perspective, as are spinning and non-spinning reserves. Instead a schedule is submitted at the hour-ahead stage for less than the forecasted wind generation, providing expected reserves for mitigating system variability and uncertainty at the real-time market stage. The expected excess wind generation will be available for mitigating forecast errors from wind and demand as well as lost generation from forced outages. The four right-hand bars in Fig. 1 show possible 10-min market realizations. The "no error" bar is the situation in which the 10-min ahead forecast is the same as the hour-ahead forecast, resulting the hour-ahead schedule of 90 MW being met, and leaving the 10 MW of expected wind generation available to the system. In the "high under-generation" situation, the wind generation is forecasted to be only 75 MW. In this case the wind farm imposes the need on the system for 15 MW of additional generation, while 10 MW of the otherwise 25 MW under-generation is accounted for through the FDM. For the "low under-generation" case, the wind is now forecasted to generation 95 MW, meaning that 5 MW from the FDM are used to mitigate the wind farm forecast error from the hour-ahead time stage yet leaving 5 MW available to the system as needed. Finally for the 'over generation' case in which the wind farm is now expected to generate 110 MW, there will be 20 MW of wind generation expected to be available for the system if needed.
Use of the expected capacity contained within the flexible dispatch margin, FDM, represents one of the recourse variables available to system operators. The benefits and drawbacks of using the proposed FDM as defined in this paper are explored in the results, Section V. For this first exploration of the use of the FDM, a static margin of 10% of the hour-ahead wind forecast is held as expected reserves. For the scenario results presented in Section V, with 10%, 20%, and 30% wind penetration (represented by 3, 4, and 5 windfarms, respectively) and low, medium and high forecast levels, this amount of FDM represents between 0.3% and 7.5% of the available conventional generating capacity of the test system. To put this in context, at 30% wind penetration and high forecast for all windfarms, the FDM (corresponding in this case to 7.5% of conventional capacity) is comparable to the traditional peaking capacity of 8.5% of generation. At the other extreme, with low wind forecast at 10% wind penetration, the FDM is merely 3.5% of the traditional peaking capacity (0.3% of total capacity). The simulation results thus represent a broad range of additional expected reserves in the form of FDM. Ongoing work will explore optimizing the capacity reserved for the FDM in a dynamic manner, assuming a different FDM would be optimal for different system states. Ideally, the FDM would be offered as a product through the ancillary services markets, with the price and quantity being determined by market forces.
B. Demand Response At Multiple Time Steps
The demand for electricity varies throughout the day and is characterized by forecast errors as well, resulting in additional uncertainty in system load. The availability of flexible, or responsive demand represents the second category of recourse variables available to system operators once the hour-ahead uncertainty has been resolved. This project allows for demand response at the market stages of hour-ahead, and real-time markets. The use of slower moving demand response resources is modeled assuming that slower responding flexible demand resources are less expensive than the faster responding resources (any expensive, slow to respond resource would not be economically viable). As defined fully in [20] , the demand response decision framework seeks to minimize the total cost of using demand response resources according to (6) where is the total cost of using demand response, are the hour-ahead and 10-min market stages, represents the wind forecast error and represents the percentage of that forecast error to mitigate with demand response resources at the given market stage. Optimal values, representing the fraction of expected wind generation shortfall mitigated by demand response, are not constant across time scales. For the study presented here values are all set equal to 50%, which is within the typical range for optimal values.
We assume that up to 15% of regional demand is available for demand response. Whatever portion of this demand has not been dispatched in the forward markets, would be available within the real-time market window, at a cost of $100/MWh. Note that demand that is not responsive can still interrupted by the system operator as an assumed price of $10 000/MWh. This value is selected to be significantly higher than the cost of generation, to represent load shedding.
With all load priced exclusively in one of these two categories, the electricity price results can be seen to reflect either the marginal cost of generation (i.e., the fuel cost), or the cost of load which is either $100 for voluntary demand response or $10 000 for forced load shedding. The electricity price results in this paper are determined from the basic Lagrange linear programming economic dispatch formulation. Actual systems are more complex than the test system framework used here, having access to more than a few marginal generators or two fixed load pricing options.
The analysis presented here also ignores the "rebound" demand of load that is shifted from one time period to another in response to system or price signals. Such load-shifting is an important effect that could be included in an analysis considering multi-period operations.
C. Conventional Generator Ramping
The third type of recourse variable is up and down ramping of the conventional generators. The ramping capability of the various generating technologies is summarized in [21] as determined from [22] - [27] , with all technologies except nuclear power plants available to provide this service. As described in Section II, once the hour-ahead dispatch has been determined, the minimum and maximum output from all generators is constrained to remain within the ramping capabilities of each technology.
IV. MODELING DATA UNCERTAINTY
The modeling framework developed for this project, as described in Section II, combines OPF analysis with Monte Carlo Simulation for the representation of uncertainty. The random variables in this analysis include wind forecast errors, demand forecast errors and generator forced outages. The estimation of wind forecast errors allows correlation between wind forecast magnitude and error. Load forecast errors and generator forced outages are assumed to be independent random variables. While significant inter-temporal correlations may exist in forced outage rates (FOR) and load forecasts over longer time horizons, the existence of inter-temporal and cross-correlations are unlikely to exist in the short-term simulations presented here, though if time-coincident data were available, these effects could be explored. In Sections IV-A to IV-C the approach to estimating the distributions of each of these variables is described.
A. Wind Forecast Errors
Wind sources exhibit both uncertainty and variability in total power generation. Therefore to utilize wind in the power system, operators must forecast the expected value of the wind speed at a given location and time horizon. Given information about the underlying stochastic behavior of the wind resource, a probability distribution of errors in these forecasts can be determined.
The wind resource data for this paper is taken from the Eastern Wind Integration Transmission Study (EWITS), database from the National Renewable Energy Lab [18] . Wind speed data for multiple sites around New England [28] are clustered in order to represent a total of five hypothetical wind farms in the region: the Green Mountains in Vermont, the White Mountains in New Hampshire, coastal Maine, western Massachusetts and Nantucket Sound. Staying within the maximum possible power generation projected by the EWITS database, these five modeled wind farms are used to represent 10%, 20%, and 30% wind penetration by energy in New England. Three years of wind speed data representing these five wind farms are used to develop forecasts for wind power generation. The algorithm presented in [29] was implemented to capture the effect that the geographic size of a wind farm has on smoothing the wind resource and the wind power generated. Additional smoothing of the total wind power generation from the five modeled wind farms is included via the network analysis of the 39-bus test system. Basic wind forecasts were developed using autoregressive models [21] . Forecast error distributions are estimated by comparison of forecasts with the simulated real-time power generation. The base case scenarios modeled assume high, medium and low output situations from each wind farm. Analysis of the wind power generation data identified the expected values of these output levels to be 87%, 44%, and 11% of nameplate capacity, respectively. The three years of wind data and associated forecasts are binned into these three output levels. This provides three empirical distributions of forecast error for each wind farm, , as shown in Fig. 2 . The forecast error is sampled for each iteration of the MCS, preserving any existing correlation between forecast magnitude and error.
B. Demand Forecast Errors
Regional ISO New England demand data was obtained from [30] . An artificial neural network forecasting model was developed [31] , and as with the wind data described above, the demand forecasts are compared to the real-time demand in order to develop a distribution of forecast errors, . Monte Carlo simulations are based on pre-determined load levels, and errors are sampled from the distribution. While there may exist correlations between wind speeds and load levels, any possible correlations between forecast errors will be negligible and can be ignored.
C. Generator Forced Outages
The case studies in this project use the IEEE 39 bus test system, Fig. 3 . The location within the 39-bus test system for each generating technology is shown in this figure. The historical technology mix for the New England region was determined from data submitted to FERC, as collected by [32] . The capacities of actual generators are aggregated (and scaled down for the test system) to create representative generators at the available test system buses. As each aggregated generator in the test system thus represents multiple actual generators, forced outages for generation in this project are modeled as a de-rating of the associated aggregated generator, rather than an outage of the full capacity of an aggregated plant. Data for forced outage rates, FOR, were obtained from the NERC GADS database [33] referring to the methodology in [34] . The probability distribution of a forced outage occurring at generator is sampled for each Monte Carlo simulation, and are assumed to be independent of other random variables in the simulation.
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
A. Base Case Scenario Definition
For the Monte Carlo Simulations a set of base case scenarios is defined, each representing a possible system configuration with the specified level of wind penetration and wind forecast for each of five wind farms, demand level (modeled in terms of the reserve margin since installed generation, other than wind, is fixed across all scenarios), and the available recourse variables, e.g., flexible dispatch margin and/or demand response. Transmission constraints are included in the larger modeling effort, yet the results with and without such constraints are not found to be significant for the analysis of the flexible dispatch margin, and so are not included in the results discussed here. There are no tie-lines in the test system, and so interchange flow is also not included in the analysis.
These base case scenarios are shown in Table I . The permutations of these scenario attributes, with 200 Monte Carlo simulations for each base case scenario result in more than 1.6 million simulations. The full results of these simulations are empirical probability distributions of sampled system behavior under uncertainty. 
B. Variability of Peaking Plant Ramping
A starting point in examining the role of the flexible dispatch margin on system operations is to examine its effect, if any, on the cycling of other generators as they respond to net variability and uncertainty in the system. With recourse only to generator ramping, the average change in dispatch for peaking units is % when moving from the hour-ahead to the 10-min market, in response to net variability (across all scenarios). This amount of ramping response for peaking units decreases to a % change in output with recourse to both FDM and demand response, with 10% wind penetration.
As the wind penetration increases, more significant benefits from recourse to the FDM are observed. At 30% wind penetration the average change in dispatch level for peaking units moving from the hour-ahead to the 10-min market decreases from % to %. With recourse to demand response alone, the decrease in peaking variability is from % to %. With recourse to both FDM and DR, the peaking variability decreases to %-a ten-fold decrease from the situation with recourse only to conventional generator ramping. These results are summarized in Fig. 4 .
Note that all generators are available for the hour-ahead market (except for possible forced outages), since unit commitment is not included in this framework. Peaking units are scheduled via economic dispatch to provide minimal energy at the hour-ahead stage (between 1% and 8% of load depending upon the scenario). Within the OPF framework, all units are available for ramping at the real-time market stage; peaking units as well as the hydroelectric, combined-cycle, coal and oil generating facilities (at appropriate ramp rates and within the limits). Fig. 4 therefore shows the change in required ramping response from the available peaking units as alternative flexible resources are offered to the system. This result serves to confirm the intended use of the wind flexible dispatch margin, and quantifies the potential benefit of the FDM to the system. This result also suggests that use of the FDM could lead to a significant decrease in revenue to peaking plants as they are no longer required to mitigate the increased net load variability.
C. Wind Power Dispatch and Use of FDM
As modeled in this project, the flexible dispatch margin is reserved in the hour-ahead market, ready to be dispatched as needed and if available in the 10-min market. The results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 focus on the changes in the wind power schedules between the hour-ahead and 10-min markets. The different colored bars represent the three different system demand levels, low, medium, and high. The results in these figures indicate the extent to which the system takes advantage of the flexible dispatch margin (and also show that load level does not significantly affect utilization of the FDM).
Focusing on the 30% wind penetration level, Fig. 5 shows that wind power is about as likely to over-generate as to under-generate when there is no recourse to the FDM (or DR). A change in schedule of MW, for example, indicates that the hourahead schedule was 200 MW lower than what the system needed at the 10-min market stage. Fig. 6 , for scenarios in which the system now has recourse to the FDM, shows that wind generators are significantly more likely to have a lower schedule in the hour-ahead market than in the 10-min market, as intended via the FDM design. For the simulations presented here, the system is always able to spill wind as needed. Therefore, a pattern of dispatching more wind power at the 10-min market stage than was scheduled in the hour-ahead market demonstrates, as anticipated, that the system is using the energy available in the flexible dispatch margin from wind.
Equally important are the results that the wind power is now much less likely to have a larger hour-ahead schedule than 10-min schedule. A larger hour-ahead schedule indicates that the wind forecast has decreased by the 10-min market stage. By under-scheduling in the hour-ahead market, wind power using the flexible dispatch margin significantly decreases, by design, the frequency of wind shortfalls at the 10-min stage.
D. Electricity Price and Price Spikes
For mitigating the net variability in the system at the 10-min stage, once the uncertainty from the hour-ahead time step has been resolved, the modeling framework allows for recourse to generator ramping, demand response and the flexible dispatch margin. If these options are insufficient for meeting the system energy balance constraint within ramp limits, the final recourse is to expensive, interruptible demand. For the simulations presented here, such demand is only available to be curtailed at a price of $10 000/MWh. The price of electricity, or system for the shadow variable on the energy balance constraint, is seen to spike to this value of $10 000/MWh whenever recourse to curtailing load is required. For scenarios in which the system is not given recourse to FDM or DR, price spikes occur approximately 40% of the time, across all load levels, at 30% wind penetration, as shown in Fig. 7 .
These results are not intended to suggest that the electricity price would reach $10 000 40% of the time with high wind penetration, but rather to serve to indicate the extent to which power system operation would benefit from access to flexibility in both resources and operating procedures. The modeling framework and input data for this paper are developed to illuminate how often the system would rely upon flexible resources and operating procedures to mitigate the net variability and uncertainty from wind, load and generator availability. In an actual system, operators' access to a greater variety of generating facilities and short term operating procedures would allow them to avoid many of these high prices even without the recourse variables modeled here. In addition, interruptible load is likely to be available at a price less than $10 000.
To further explore these results, a compact method for describing the data shown in Fig. 7 is to use probability distributions analyzed as a mixture of normals. The results of such an analysis are shown in Fig. 8 which displays two normal distributions, one for each cluster of prices from the empirical distribution in Fig. 7 . A closer examination of the left cluster of bars in Fig. 7 , that leads to the left normal distribution in Fig. 8 , is shown in Fig. 9 (with x-axis values from $10 to $150/MWh reflecting the range of fuel costs for the marginal generators). The mixture of normals analysis does not distinguish data from the three demand levels; the bar chart of Fig. 9 similarly does not distinguish the prices associated with the different demand levels.
For comparison to the scenarios with recourse, Figs. 10 and 11 show the empirical distribution and the mixture distribution of normals, respectively, for the scenarios with recourse to both FDM and DR. These figures show a significant decrease in the frequency of price spikes.
To better explore the use of the mixture distributions, compare of the left normal distribution in Fig. 8 to that in Fig. 11 . These figures show that as the frequency of low prices increases (see the left cluster of bars in Fig. 7 relative to that in Fig. 10 ), the standard deviation of the associated normal distribution decreases. Examining the righthand normal distributions in Figs. 8 and 11 shows that as the frequency of the event (i.e., price spikes) decreases, the standard deviation of the associated normal distribution increases. In fact, the righthand normal distribution in Fig. 11 is barely distinguishable as a slight thickening of the mostly horizontal line, as associated with the right cluster of bars in Fig. 10 .
The results of the mixture distribution analysis for all scenarios, including all load levels, wind penetration levels, and sets of recourse variables are summarized in Table II . This table shows that the mean for the righthand normal distribution, Fig. 7 and row 9 in Table II is associated with Fig. 10 . Table II also shows a decrease in the expected price of electricity in the left distribution, , (the lower electricity prices) as wind penetration increases, along with an increasing frequency of that lower price (a decreasing ), as the system has recourse to both the FDM and DR.
Note again that it is the trends shown in Figs. 4 and 7-11, and Table II that are indicative of the benefits of FDM, especially in combination with demand response: decreased cycling of peaking units, reduced pressure for high prices, and overall decreased electricity price. The actual numerical values in these results, e.g., $10 to $10 000, come from the assumed fuel and interruptible load costs in the simulations presented.
E. Wind Power Revenues With Recourse Variables
The final set of results examines the revenues to wind farms as the flexible dispatch margin is implemented. Fig. 12 shows an empirical distribution for wind farm revenues, with 30% wind penetration, for the three demand levels. This figure has one left cluster of bars for the 60% of the time that revenues are not enhanced by a price spike event, with a second distribution for the cases in which the wind farm is able to gain additional revenues from the price spikes that occur when load is curtailed. Mirroring these increased revenues to wind when the system does not have flexible resource options available are increased revenues to peaking units, and other generators able to provide the required ramping capability.
As discussed above with the price spike events, the frequent occurrence of price spikes indicates a lack of flexible capacity or procedures within the power system. A proxy cost for the scarcity of flexibility (i.e., the $10 000 interruptible load price) corresponds here to the dollar value of the price spikes. For wind revenues within these simulations, the high revenues available to wind farms are earned during the price spike events. Thus, as with the numerical values in Section V-D, the numerical values Fig. 12 and Tables III and IV are less important than the underlying trends they reveal.
Using an analysis with a mixture of normal distributions, a summary of the trends within the results for wind farm revenues across all scenarios is shown in Table III . In this table, is seen to decrease as the system is given recourse to FDM and DR, showing that the expected value of revenues for the righthand distribution decreases as system recourse variables are included. As flexible resources are made available to the system in the form of wind FDM and demand response, ramping response from peaking units and other generators, along with revenues from that ramping, will also decrease. Tables III and  IV reveals that the higher expected revenues from scenarios without access to the recourse variables ($2.03M for 10% wind, $4.28M for 20% wind, $10.81M for 30% wind), result from the occurrence of price spikes, that are themselves predominantly caused by the wind variability and uncertainty, and the assumed price for load shedding.
In an actual system with greater complexity and increased operating options, the high revenue values seen here would be realized at a much lower value. The results presented here demonstrate that though the FDM benefits the system as a whole, there could be financial gain to windfarms, and possibly other facilities, in not offering flexibility to the system. An actual revenue distribution is unlikely to reflect the high dollar values shown in Fig. 12 , but is equally unlikely to be unaffected by the high prices that could result from the increased system variability.
VI. CONCLUSION
This project proposes the concept of a flexible dispatch margin for wind power and analyzes the resulting power system performance using a two-stage optimization framework. The test system scenarios are defined to clearly demonstrate trends in system performance parameters, such as fewer price spike events and less peaking plant cycling, and are not designed to reflect numerical values of prices as observed in existing markets. The test system is analyzed with 10%, 20%, and 30% wind penetration, at different wind forecast levels, load levels, and recourse variable sets. The results show that at 10% wind penetration level, access to the flexible dispatch margin and demand response improve system and market performance, but since the increase in net variability and uncertainty is low, the system benefits are modest. As wind penetration increases, benefits from the flexible dispatch margin also increase. At 30% wind penetration use of the FDM leads to a significant decrease in the variability of the dispatch of peaking plants, from 83.5% down to 9.3%. The frequency of price spike events also decreases significantly with recourse to the flexible dispatch margin and demand response.
Use of wind flexible dispatch margin is shown to increase system-wide benefits including less cycling of peaking and other generators, lower LMP and fewer price spikes. These benefits could increase if FDM decisions are also incorporated into the day-ahead unit commitment, not considered here. As analyzed here, the FDM approach also decreases the expected revenues of the wind farms. Though increased revenues are possible due to the price spikes caused predominantly by increased wind penetration, the numerical values reported here result directly from the assumed $10 000 price of interruptible load. The dramatic decrease in potential revenues to wind farms that results from the use of the flexible dispatch margin, shown in these results, illustrates a likely trend that would need to be addressed before wind power would be willing to offer the flexible dispatch margin service. Consistent with the decrease in revenues to wind farms is an associated decrease in revenues to peaking plants, which would be dispatched less often if the FDM service were available.
This initial investigation demonstrates that a flexible dispatch margin, in conjunction with demand response, has the potential to improve power system performance by mitigating overall flexibility scarcity in the system. Flexible resources include a ramping product from conventional generation, demand response, and as introduced here, the flexible dispatch margin provided by wind power. As wind capacity increases, the variability and uncertainty in net load increases. The FDM defined and analyzed here demonstrates that wind power can provide flexible resources to the system and thus positively affect the flexibility scarcity. Future work for this project will investigate the optimal level of flexible dispatch margin, as a function of wind penetration level and system demand, and possible market designs offering an FDM product.
